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bians, reptiles, molluscs and crustaceans have been added to birds and
mammals in the ban on trading in a species that is protected in one state
but not in another. This is the ban that has been badly needed to save
the Florida alligators, which have been poached in enormous numbers
and smuggled into neighbouring states where they were not protected.
It is now illegal in all states to deal in all protected wildlife taken in any
state, thus destroying some of the incentive for poaching. On the inter-
national level it is hoped that there will be the same disincentive. We
would now like to see the Board of Trade in Britain taking a leaf out of
the American book. Here we have not yet even succeeded in getting a
ban on the import of the wool of vicuna—a highly endangered species—
which Peru has asked us to do.

A suggestion that reached the FPS recently that the proboscis monkey,
which occurs only in Borneo, is becoming rare, seems to be without
foundation except in Sarawak. There, although protected, numbers

estimated at about 2000 are believed to be drop-
Proboscis ping, due largely to deforestation and illegal
Monkey in hunting. In Sabah it is absolutely protected and

Borneo not decreasing, and in Brunei it is plentiful,
mainly in the coastal areas of the Brunei Bay. In

an article in ORYX, August 1965, Tom Harrisson described how in
Sabah 'this unique and splendid monkey . . . almost ignores the many
motor boats and even speed boats which thread the coastal labyrinth of
mangrove swamp, where it has further increased and is now locally
abundant and tame'. In Kalimantan (Indonesian Borneo) it is 'abun-
dant.'

For the future of the Javan rhino in its last refuge in Indonesia's Udjung
Kulon reserve, the most important discovery made last year by the two
Swiss biologists working there, Drs Rudolf and Lotte Schenkel, was

that there were four or five young and immature
More Young rhinos in the reserve. They actually saw one calf,

Javan which they estimated to be less than a year old,
Rhinos with its mother, and found fresh tracks of another

thought to be less than three months old. The
previous year they had seen the footprints of two young animals, one
of about a year and the other three to five months old (ORYX, December
1968). Their census of the total number of rhinos in the reserve was
also higher than in 1968: a maximum of 34 and a minimum of 22, com-
pared with 29 and 20 respectively hi 1968, and 28 and 21 in 1967. It
looks as if the protection measures that have been taken, in which the
FPS has had a hand, are having effect. These include the provision of
two boats (essential for getting to the reserve)—the first supplied by
FPS out of the Revolving Fund; the re-organisation of the game
guards, and management of the sanctuary based on the Schenkels'
ecological surveys. The work is now supported by the Basel Patronage
Committee for Udjung Kulon, whose president, Professor Geigy, is a
WWF trustee.


